
Brand Identity 
Farm App 

& 
Urban App



Why 
FARM 
App?



I learned 
farming  from 
my forefathers

I do what my 
neighbourhood 

farmer does

I heard this 
farming tactic 

from 
somewhere. Lets 

try it
No structured way of 
farming because of 
lack of Agricultural 

education

#1



#2
No proper way to 

measure the results  
and optimise the 

tactics.

I wish if I could 
substantially 
measure the 

results 



Increase Yield and 
Productivity 

#3 I  am not too sure 
what to produce , 

how to produce and 
when to produce on 

a given piece of 
land



What does the
FARM App 

do?



Enter the information

About the land About the crops About the soil 
and water

About the 
weather

Algorithm will give a 
schedule

What to do? How to do? When to do?

Keeps a check on the inventory 
(Input & Output)

Profit and Loss Statement 



Access to Dealers

Advisory Service 

Access to Retailers



How is the
FARM App 
different?



Other Apps

Land Fertility solutions 

Weather forecast

Pest related solutions 

OR

OR

Farm App

Single platform which 
provides all the solutions 

required during the 
entire process of 

cultivation



Why 
URBAN

App?



People are interested 
in growing vegetables 

at home but do not 
know how to do it. 

Can grow 60 % of the 
vegetables at home

#1

People can know where 
the food they consume 

actually comes from 
and eventually 

decreases the spread of 
diseases

#2



What does the
URBAN App 

do?



Enter the information

No. of family 
members 

Space available 
for cultivation

Vegetables to be 
grown 

About the 
weather

Algorithm will give a schedule

What to do? How to do? When to do?



Gardener facility

Advisory Service

Access to nurseries 



FARM App

Guides you on How to do 
it?

Tells you When to do it?

URBAN App

Advises you 

Measures the results and 
helps you improve 

  &

Helps you with What to 
do?

During the entire 
process of Cultivation 



Just like a true friend 
who...

Guides you on How to do 
it?

Tells you When to do it?

Advises you 

Measures the results and 
helps you improve 

Helps you with What to 
do?



The App, more or less, is  

A Friend who helps during 

But that’s too long for a name. 
So, the App is your... 

 

Kheti badi



Kheti Buddy



Kheti Buddy

A name which can be easily understood by Indian farmers and can be taken 
international as well. Also, the positioning is same as CultiMate - farmer’s friend 

during the entire process of cultivation. 



Kheti Buddy
Farm

The Mobile App which 
improves the farming habits 



Kheti Buddy
Home

The Mobile App which makes 
home gardening easy 





Detailed Architecture 















Thank You 


